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When the Easter Bunny falls sick the day before Easter he calls upon his old retired friends for
help. Old Dinosaur makes the cut and even though he has his concerns he is chuffed and steps
in....well, well steps in more than just to help and briefly scrambles Easter. Old Dinosaur takes
the reader on an interactive colourful journey with colouring, humour and rhyme to save Easter
together. A perfect light hearted full colour interactive Easter story highlting the importance of
helping others and asking for help. A great learning years educational tool leading uo to easter
as well as fun simplistic story for the whole family.

About the AuthorAnthony Hill is a multi-award-winning, bestselling author. His most recent book
for adults, The Story of Billy Young, was published in 2012. His novel Soldier Boy, about
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edition.
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The book by Anthony Hill has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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